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Abstract- Software Architecture modeling and representation is very important in software development process. Software Architecture 
provides high level view which is very useful in all phases of software life cycle. Component based software architecture is beneficial as it is 
useful for reusing system parts represented as components. Most of the existing object oriented systems do not have reliable software archi-
tecture and some legacy systems are designed without software architecture design phase. To deal with this problem we have proposed 
approach of architecture recovery which aims to extract component based architecture from existing object oriented system using existing 
dependencies among classes. In this paper we examine existing object oriented system to identify dependency among the classes using 
method coupling, inheritance coupling and composition coupling. The tool has been developed for this purpose. We evaluated the feasibility 
on Java software . 
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Introduction     
Object-oriented development had not provided extensive reuse 
and computing infrastructures are evolving from mainframe to 
distributed environments, where object technology has not led to 
massive development of distributed systems. However, compo-
nent-based technology is considered to be more suited for distrib-
uted system development due to its granularity and reusability. 
Component-based software architecture is a high level abstraction 
of a system using the architectural elements: components which 
describe functional computing, connectors which describe interac-
tions and configuration which represents the topology of connec-
tions between components. 
While recovering software Architecture from object oriented sys-
tem different abstraction levels can be considered e.g. method 
level, variable level, object level and system level. Extensive liter-
ature research has justified these abstraction levels for software 
measures.[1] The definition of metrics on Object Oriented system 
elements are obtained by identification of different types of rela-

tionship between different classes and computation of their 
strengths[2]. Class coupling is one of the Object Oriented metric. 
Coupling is an indication of the connections between elements of 
the object oriented Design [3] and indicates dependencies among 
classes. It is important to identify coupling for creating compo-
nents. 
We need to determine precisely the dependency among classes 
and how to measure their strengths. The possible dependencies 
among Object Oriented system entities include inheritance, com-
position, aggregation and method invocations. So identifying 
these dependencies become the first step to recover software 
Architecture. 
Well defined components designs are driven by a variety of fac-
tors e.g. the principles of cohesion and coupling are important 
factors for well-defined component design [4].Therefore in this 
study we are focusing on class coupling to identify well defined 
components. 
Our approach of extracting component based architecture from 
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object oriented system consists of identifying dependencies 
among the classes then use Agglomerative hierarchical clustering 
algorithm to create components in component based system. The 
main advantage of this approach is automation level which de-
creases the need of human expertise which is expensive and is 
not always available. 
The rest of the paper contains reviews research on component 
based software architecture recovery from object oriented system, 
overall process and tool, identifying dependencies from existing 
object oriented software for software architecture recovery, case 
study and results, as well as Conclusion and future work. 
 
Related Work 
Several authors through their work have proposed the extraction 
of architecture from an Object Oriented system [3]. Medvidovic, [5] 
proposes Focus, a guideline to a hybrid process which regroups 
classes and maps the extracted entities to a conceptual architec-
ture obtained from an architectural style according to the human 
expertise. Chardigny,et al proposed ROMANTIC [6] approach 
which is quasi-automatic.Similar to our work Alae- Eddin et al 
recovered component based Architecture Via relational concept 
analysis[2]. Using Annealing simulation algorithm and concept of 
lattice Eunjoo Lee et.al presented a reengineering process of mi-
grating existing  object oriented system into components that are 
domain specific  functional units.[7]Jong KObject Oriented k Lee 
et.al proposed a component identification method that considers 
class cohesion, class interaction coupling ,class static coupling.[4]
Hassan Mathkour et al. demonstrates the generation of compo-
nent based system from object oriented Design that has been 
achieved by  developing a system recovery tool.[8] Simon Allier 
et.al developed automatic approach for migration from object ori-
ented to component based system which uses Execution traces to 
extract data and uses clustering algorithm for component identifi-
cation[9]. Suk Kyung Shin and Soo Dong Kim proposed tech-
niques for transforming Object Oriented Design into Component 
Based Design using Object-Z specification. Also proposes set of 
rules for transforming Object Oriented Design to Component 
Based Design [10.] Ghulam Rasool et al. conducted case study on 
six different types of software systems having source code in dif-
ferent programming languages using the architectural recovery 
framework [11]. 
 
Tool and Process 
We have identified three steps  to produce a component based 
architectural view from an object-oriented application in our ap-
proach i) Identify dependencies in existing object oriented system 
ii) Identify components iii) Identify the provided and required inter-
faces to bind them together. Fig (1) shows overall approach for 
producing component based architecture.  
i. Identify dependencies in existing object oriented system- 

Our process is based on the identification of source code entities 
and the relationship between them. The list of possible relation-
ships between object oriented systems includes inheritance, 
composition, invocation relationship etc. 

ii. Identify components- A component is group of classes col-
laborating to provide a function of application [9].We need to 
group the classes based on similarity to generate component 
based system from existing object oriented system. Each of the 

group becomes component. A clustering algorithm allows group-
ing of classes of the application. 

iii. Identify the provided and required interfaces- Identified 
group of classes working together will form components. We also 
need to identify required and provided interfaces to describe how 
they bind together. 

Fig. 1- Tool and Process overview 
 

A tool is being developed tool which will accept the user   input of 
an existing java source code and then generates dependencies. 
The tool analyzes data represented through these dependencies. 
These are further taken as an input to Agglomerative clustering 
algorithm which creates components for component based sys-
tem. Similarity distance function is defined and threshold is decid-
ed.  
 
Identifying dependencies for Architecture recovery 
Coupling is qualitative measure of the degree to which classes are 
connected to one another. Coupling is an indication of the connec-
tions between elements of the object oriented Design [3]. It has 
been defined as a measure of the degree of interdependence 
between modules and the degree of interaction between modules. 
Other definition is "Coupling is a measure of the association, 
whether by inheritance or otherwise, between classes in a soft-
ware product."  [12]Though coupling is a notion from structured 
design, it is still applicable to object-oriented design at the levels of 
modules, classes and objects. We are concerned only with cou-
pling between classes. Thus coupling indicates dependencies 
among classes. The possible dependencies between classes of 
object oriented system include inheritance, composition, method 
invocations etc. Here we are considering following important cou-
pling dependencies as they are basis for identifying components 
from object oriented system. 
1. Inheritance coupling- Inheritance coupling is coupling be-

tween generalized class (Super class) and its specialized 
classes (Sub classes) [13]. 

2. Composition coupling-When instance of one class is re-
ferred in another class, then we have composition coupling. 

3. Method coupling - When methods of one class use methods 
of another class hierarchy, then we have method coupling 
between the classes. 

4. Integrated coupling- It is a class’s all three couplings inher-
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itance coupling, composition coupling, method coupling. 
Our approach of extracting component based architecture from 
object oriented system is based on the identification of source 
code entities and the relation between them. The entities and 
relations have to be extracted by source code analysis and identi-
fy dependencies between the classes. Fig (2) summarizes the 
process for identifying and displaying dependencies. 

Fig. 2- Process for identify dependencies 
 
Case study and Result 
Our tool identifies inheritance coupling, method coupling and com-
position coupling from java source code. As a case study we used 
small java software ‘Arithmetic24 Game’, which is developed in 
Java by Huahai Yang [14]. It is a simulation of popular traditional 
card game. 
Fig (3) and fig (4) shows all the classes extracted classes and 
different coupling tables as follows. Result shows most of the 
classes are placed in proper coupling tables. We have compared 
the result with the class diagram generated with the tool Enter-
prise Architecture [15]. 
 
Conclusion and future work. 
An approach to recover component based architecture from object 
oriented system has been proposed in this paper. Relationships 
required to create components are extracted using tool we have 
developed. The tool is being further developed to automate the 
proposed approach. Initial experimental results from a case study 
were encouraging. The tool successfully extracts the classes and 
identifies coupling dependencies. 
As a future work we are developing Hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm to create components using identified dependencies. 
Finally, further evaluation on larger and more complex programs is 
needed to assess how methodology scales to deal with real indus-
trial scale. 
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Fig. 3- Method, Composition, Inheritance Dependency identified from our tool of Arithmetic24 Game software 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4- Integrated coupling identified from our tool of Arithmetic24 Game software 
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